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Game

No. Card Type Game Prize*

1 Paper Early Bird Bonanza Blackout
At or about 6:15 PM, fifty-two (52) numbers will be drawn from

the Bingo machine and placed on the Bingo board for play. If

there is no winner when the session starts at 7:30 PM, additional

numbers will be drawn and called until there is a winner. (Players

need to make sure they are using the correct color paper card for

this game.)

60% of total receipts

collected for this paper

card game

2 Hard Regular Game - Progressive to Game #3 $40.00

3 Hard Letter “X” - Progressive to Game #4 $40.00

4 Hard Blackout
The maximum number of called numbers to win the Jackpot will

be announced at the beginning of this game. If there is no

winner within this specified number, additional numbers are

called and players vie for the Consolation prize. Called numbers

for the Jackpot start out at fifty (50) and increase by one number

each week until the prize is won.

Jackpot: $200.00

Consolation: $50.00

5 Hard Regular Game $40.00

6 Hard Any 9 Block (any 3 x 3 square) $40.00

7 Regular Game - Progressive to Game #8 $40.00

8 Small Picture Frame - Progressive to Game #9 $40.00

9 3 Layer Cake (top, middle, and bottom rows) - Progressive

to Game #10

$40.00

10 Blackout
The maximum number of called numbers to win the Jackpot will

be announced at the beginning of this game. If there is no

winner within this specified number, additional numbers are

called and players vie for the Consolation prize. Called numbers

for the Jackpot start out at fifty (50) and increase by one number

each week until the prize is won.

Jackpot: $500.00

Consolation: $50.00

11 Hard Regular Game $40.00

12 Hard Double Bingo (any 2 regular Bingos on one card) $40.00

13 Hard Regular Game $40.00

14 Hard Old Fashion Bingo (5 numbers in a row across or down, no

diagonal, no FREE space)

$40.00

15 Hard Regular Game $40.00

16 Hard Double Postage Stamp (any 2 corners) $40.00

17 Regular Game - Progressive to Game #18 $40.00

18 Crazy Kite - Progressive to Game #19 $40.00

19 Large Picture Frame - Progressive to Game #20 $40.00

20 Blackout
The maximum number of called numbers to win the Jackpot will

be announced at the beginning of this game. If there is no

winner within this specified number, additional numbers are

called and players vie for the Consolation prize. Called numbers

for the Jackpot start out at fifty (50) and increase by one number

each week until the prize is won.

Jackpot: $500.00

Consolation: $50.00

Paper

(These four

games on the

same cards)

Paper

(These four

games on the

same cards)

*Regular game payouts are adjusted to $30.00/game for less than 71 players and $50.00/game for more than 120 players.

Special game payouts are as published for Bonanza, Jackpot, and Consolation prize games. Current law requires us to

withhold tax of 5% from all winnings for remittance to the State.
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